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A B S T R A C T

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), as an important network infrastructure in the Indus-
trial Internet of Thing (IIoT), creates an intelligent space for vehicular communications.
However, security and privacy are the main issues related to VANET since it is an open-
access environment. To this end, a secure and impressive privacy-preserving authentication
scheme can improve safety in VANET. In this paper, a node and message authentication
with privacy-preserving is designed wherein the node authentication is based on the quo-
tient filter (QF) which is well-known for the quick querying on big datasets generated in the
vehicular network, and the proposed message authentication is established on the elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) since it reduces the computation overhead. To meet the privacy-
preserving, mapping each vehicle is performed to a different pseudo-identity. Since the
security models are latency-sensitive, this work extends the fog computing to the VANET.
To this end, fog nodes (FN) are distributed along the road-side. This is mainly because fog
nodes with much better processing power than road-side units (RSUs), reduce latency, and
thereby enhances system efficiency and throughput. In this work, security analysis indicates
that our scheme meets the VANETs’ security requirements as well as performance analysis
proves the validity of the proposed security scheme to identify illegitimacy vehicle nodes
and invalid messages when the fog-enabled VANET is exposed to the attacks.

1. Introduction
The smart city’s purpose is to enhance the life qual-

ity of people by empowering and utilizing technolo-
gies leading to smart outcomes. In smart cities, the
Internet of things (IoT) characterizes a cyber-physical
paradigm, where a wide range of real physical ele-
ments are associated and are capable to autonomously
interact with each other. This type of consistent net-
work is the empowering agent for intelligent trans-
portation systems (ITS) [1].

ITS is an advanced application that aims to improve
safety, mobility, and efficiency to ground transporta-
tion. VANET, as a key part of ITS technology, has ob-
tained incrementing attention from both the industry
and research communities. As an important network
infrastructure in the industrial Internet of Thing (IIoT)
[2], it creates an intelligent space for vehicular com-
munications. It is expected to VANET presents new
ideas to improve road safety, and infotainment dis-
semination [3]. However, with the lack of efficient se-
curity and privacy, not only private information such
as identity, tracing, and preference be compromised by
attackers [4] but also an attacker can easily forge the
message exchanged among vehicles and RSUs. There-
fore, it is required to design secure and efficient au-
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thentication with privacy-preserving schemes [5] wherein
authentication certifies the legitimacy of vehicle nodes
and integrity of the message, and privacy keeps the
information protected and private [6].

In this path, one of the most important challenges
is the short communication range while the speed of
the vehicle is high. As a result, it limits the commu-
nication time among RSUs and vehicles. The big data
generated on the edge of the network is another chal-
lenge in VANET. This is because of the growth of con-
nected nodes in vehicular environments as well as RSUs
and sensors deployed in the VANET that lead to gen-
erating a large volume of data [7]. In this situation,
the need to minimize communication and computa-
tion overhead as well as latency are the basic require-
ments of the security scheme.

Probabilistic data structure (PDS) and fog comput-
ing are two concepts that can be used to deal with
these challenges. PDS, as a kind of data structure, is
particularly suitable for large data because it reduces
latency and analytical procedure. Fog computing also
decreases the delay and latency by moving the part of
the computational power to the edge of the network.
To deal with big data issues, fog computing is also able
to present elastic resources to large scale data proce-
dure system without the disadvantage of cloud, high
latency [3].

In this study, to cope with the security and privacy
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A Privacy-Preserving Authentication Scheme in VANET

concerns related to VANET, a privacy-preserving au-
thentication scheme using fog computing for big data
analytics is designed. In the proposed scheme, fog
computing is integrated into the node and message
authentication process, wherein fog nodes are distributed
along the roadside. In this work, before initiating any
communication, it first needs to check the legitimacy
of the node. Verification of node authentication is through
a query on the fog node’s QF. After start communica-
tion and data sharing, the receiver of a signed message
has to check the integrity of the message through sig-
nature verification.

The key contributions of this work are as follows:

1) We proposed a fog computing-based VANET ar-
chitecture to reduce latency and in result increase
throughput of the proposed security and privacy
scheme.

2) We proposed a QF-based node authentication
scheme to check the legitimacy of the vehicle node.
This scheme aims to deal with illegal nodes who
try to join the network. Before any data shar-
ing and communication with other nodes in the
network, node authentication verification is re-
quired.

3) We proposed a message authentication scheme
to guarantee the event message’s integrity. This
model is established on ECC. The message’s sign-
ing and single/batch signature verification are
the main tasks of this model. We also used the
pseudonym to realize privacy-preserving of ve-
hicle nodes.

4) We provided the NS-3 simulation-based practi-
cal demonstration of the proposed scheme to mea-
sure the impact on transmission delay under dif-
ferent density and velocity with the different per-
cent of malicious nodes distributed in the net-
work.

The remaining of this article is structured as fol-
lows. Related works on security models for VANET
are clarified in Section 2. In Section 3, information
and background on the designed scheme is provided
in detail. Section 4 presents the methodology of the
proposed scheme. Section 5 presents the analysis of
security proof for the suggested scheme. The perfor-
mance among state-of-the-art methods is compared in
Section 6. Ultimately, the conclusion and future work
are provided in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Security and privacy are the most important issues

related to the vehicular network. On the security is-
sues for VANET, many studies on privacy-preserving
authentication have been reported.

Hubaux and Raya [8] suggested a system for signa-
ture authentication oriented by public key infrastruc-
ture (PKI). The traffic-related data shared in VANETs
should be checked in this network before trusting the
data. Based on checking authentication and integrity,
PKI-based systems are well-selected options. How-
ever, in the PKI-based systems, the RSU ’s transmis-
sion overhead rise with the growth in vehicle numbers
since vehicles need to store many pseudonym certifi-
cates.

To tackle issues concerning the PKI-based schemes,
an effective batch message signature verifying system
for the vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communications
is presented in [9]. In the proposed scheme, multi-
ple received messages are simultaneously verified by
the RSUs. Compared to the schemes that each mes-
sage is verified by RSU separately, the total authenti-
cation overhead significantly is reduced and hence the
VANETs’ operational efficiency is enhanced. In addi-
tion, as the scheme suggested in [9] is identity depen-
dent, thereby the certificate is not required. Although,
this scheme enhances efficiency, however, it fails for
example when the number of vehicles is much.

Chim et al. [10] developed a scheme, in which RSU
helps neighboring vehicles to authenticate their mes-
sages received. In other words, the vehicle node is
just responsible for transferring the messages to the
RSU, and message verification is the task of RSU. In
this scheme, RSU has the role of the cloud for the vehi-
cle. In general, multiple messages are authenticated by
the RSU utilizing the batch confirmation method. The
messages in a batch are valid when batch verification
is carried out successfully. In contrast, when at least
one invalid message exists in the batch, it will be dis-
covered by a binary search. The RSU assigns two pos-
itive and negative bloom filters, respectively, to store
the hash value for valid and invalid messages. Then,
the negative and positive filters will be distributed by
the RSU at a particular frequency to neighboring ve-
hicles. Therefore, vehicles just need to investigate the
two filters for the authentication of messages. Authen-
tication is reduced considerably by this scheme and
the entire system’s efficiency is improved. However,
a large number of vehicles will result in the RSU’s de-
creased computation performance causing consider-
able delay.

To address this problem, [11] stated the possibility
of sharing the computational load on the RSU with ad-
jacent vehicles. In this work, proxy vehicles are elected
by the system based on the calculation power. The
proxy vehicles will share the verification of the mes-
sages performed by the RSU and then the verification
results will be sent to the RSU. Next, the accuracy of
the results will be evaluated by RSU. Although the
RSU’s verification performance is significantly improved
by the suggested scheme, however, the scheme perfor-
mance is not enough since the basic operation includes
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map-to-point operation and bilinear pairing with large
overhead.

A batch verification scheme based on identity (IBV)
scheme is designed by Zhang et al. in [12] for VANETs.
This scheme decreases the whole confirmation delay
of batch message signatures. It also is faster compared
to the PKI-based systems. However, this scheme with
a huge overhead would lead to performance issues as
it is based on bilinear pairing. This is a common prob-
lem among all proposed authentication schemes based
on bilinear pairing [13, 14].

In order to reduce the computation overhead cre-
ated by the bilinear pairing method and map-to-point
hash function, He et al. [15] proposed a scheme based
on ECC. In this scheme, the process of signature gen-
eration has been simplified which improves efficiency.
However, this scheme is incapable to meet all security
requirements.

An ECC-based anonymous privacy-preserving au-
thentication scheme is proposed for VANET in [16].
In this scheme, each message transmitted by a vehicle
needs the verification of RSUs. However, the aggre-
gate signature verification has a leak by which a mali-
cious user can construct bogus signatures and muddle
throughput the aggregate verification. Also, to meet
privacy, each vehicle has a group of pseudo-IDs which
increases the memory usage. They also proposed a
authentication scheme for the Internet of vehicles in
[17]. This scheme is certificate-less scheme that satisfy
privacy. In this scheme, each traffic message needs to
verified by RSUs. Because of the big data generated
in vehicular network, however it increases RSU over-
head communications and in result reduce operational
efficiency.

In [18], a scheme based on ECC is proposed to mes-
sage authentication. In this work, for improving mes-
sage authentication efficiency, a few vehicles are se-
lected as edge nodes to support the RSUs with the
message’s authentication. It is supposed that RSUs
act as the cloud of the vehicles. However, given the
very dynamic topology of the network that is related
to the high velocity of vehicles, considering vehicle as
the edge node cannot be suitable. Also, vehicles are
more threatened by destructive nodes, and the selec-
tion of reliable vehicles, as the edge nodes, is an im-
portant issue. In contrast, RSUs have a high ability in
computation than vehicles. Also, since it is difficult for
RSU to be threatened by destructive nodes, hence they
are more trustable and reliable than vehicle nodes.

Based on available knowledge, there is a lack of
a proper security and privacy scheme with the low-
est computation overhead, communication overhead,
and latency in VANET wherein the number of vehi-
cle nodes and data generated are huge and vehicles
also moving fast. In this network, efficient security
and privacy scheme are required that not only needs
to ensure the legitimacy of vehicle nodes, the integrity

of the message, and meet privacy-preserving but also
deal with concerns related to big data.

3. Background
3.1. Network Model

In this work, a fog-enabled VANET architecture is
proposed. As shown in Figure 1, this architecture in-
cludes two layers: upper and lower. The upper layer
comprises of cloud servers (CS) and root trusted au-
thority (TA), whereas the lower layer consists of fog
nodes, RSUs, and vehicle nodes.

Upper Layer: Cloud servers are employed in this
layer to offer high computing power and reliable and
permanent data storage, whereas the master secret and
global system parameters and issues credentials for
the vehicles and fog nodes are generated by the TA.
Moreover, TA is responsible for recovering the vehi-
cles’ real identities signing and disseminating bogus
messages. Trace authority (TRA), as a part of TA, cre-
ates pseudonyms for vehicles and it is also capable to
track the real identity from the pseudonyms used by
the vehicle.

Lower Layer: This layer comprises of fog and ve-
hicular layer. In the fog layer, fog nodes and RSUs are
deployed along the roadside. RSUs are supposed to
host the fog nodes and connect to cloud through a se-
cure manner using wired communication technologies
such as Ethernet. RSUs are equipped with persistent
links to a service provider hosted on the cloud. They
also communicate with vehicles with short-range com-
munication capabilities. RSUs continuously monitor
various parameters and transmit the required aggre-
gated data to the FNs. RSUs are also able to gener-
ate a notification for vehicle nodes when it is neces-
sary. FNs are equipped with communication capabil-
ities, processing power, and storage space. FN inter-
acts with vehicle nodes who are within its communi-
cation area via the open wireless technologies such as
4G/LTE/5G. It is worth noting that FN with much bet-
ter processing power than RSUs, reduce latency, and
thereby increasing throughput.

In the vehicular layer, to enhance the operational
efficiency of traffic security and regional traffic, ve-
hicle nodes periodically broadcast the traffic-related
data to the local area by using IEEE 802.11p proto-
col. Vehicles are equipped with a range of internal
sensors that able to detect events within the transmis-
sion range. Vehicles are also equipped with a realis-
tic tamper-proof device (TPD) for storing the secure
substances received from the group key and TA. The
medium utilized for communications between vehi-
cles and fog nodes is 5.9-GHz DSRC recognized as IEEE
802.11p.

A simplified view of how RSU and FN are used in
the fog layer to assist vehicles during mobility from
one geographic location to another domain is shown
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Figure 1: Fog-based VANET architecture.

in Figure 2. It is supposed that RSUs cover the whole
area in the network and FN’s communication range
covers a region of the vehicular environment and can
involve several intersections [19]. When a vehicle node
physically located within the communication range of
the fog nodes, it can send and receive data to and from
the fog nodes. For example, when a vehicle enters a
region covered by fog node, it will send its speed, cur-
rent location, and road conditions to the specific node
frequently until it leaves this region. Based on this as-
sumption, a vehicle continuously will be supported by
fog nodes. Whenever a vehicle node is under the cov-
erage of multiple access fog nodes or RSU, it needs
to select the most suitable RSU/FN to send and re-
ceive data. To this end, the vehicle node first calcu-
lates the link quality between itself and nearby FNs, if
exist. Otherwise, it computes quality of link with the
existing RSUs. According to [20], the link quality can
be measured based on some parameters such as band-
width, signal the noise ratio (SNR), and bit error rate
(BER) that is out of the scope of this paper.

Additionally, due to the large number of tasks cre-
ated by vehicles for processing using FNs, it needs to
monitor fog nodes in terms of computational power,
memory availability, and CPU availability, as well as
tasks loaded. To this purpose, a module on the RSUs
is developed to collect information on distributed fog
nodes. Then, it computes tasks locally and offload
them to fog nodes for processing. The task distribu-
tion mechanism greatly reduces delay for the latency-
sensitive applications and enhances the overall system
scalability.

3.2. Security Requirements
According to [18], a well-designed privacy-preserving

message and node verification scheme need to meet
the security requirements:

1) Message Verification and Integrity: An FN ver-
ifies the signed message has not been forged or

Fog #1 Fog #2 Fog #4

V0

Fog #3

V0

Cloud

  

Figure 2: Vehicle node mobility in fog computing.

modified by malicious nodes once receives the
message from the authorized vehicles.

2) Resistance to Unauthorized Nodes: An illegal
and unregistered node cannot join the network
and start any communication with existing nodes
in the network.

3) Identity Preserving Privacy: The vehicle’s real
identity should endure anonymously and no third
party extracts the real identity and private infor-
mation from the vehicle’s pseudo-identity.

4) Resistance to Replay Attack: A malicious node
is unable to store the gathered signed messages
and disseminate it when the validity of the mes-
sage is expired.

5) Traceability: TRA can trace a vehicle’s real iden-
tity by analyzing the pseudo-identity extracted
from the message.

3.3. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
This is a public-key cryptography approach focused

on the elliptic curves over finite fields. Consider a set
of the elliptic curve point EP(a, b) is defined as follows:

- Ep (a, b) : y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p) ; a, b ∈ Fp

- Fp is a finite field that is defined by p as a prime
number

-
(
4a3 + 27b2)mod p 6= 0

In the elliptic curve cryptography, some of the com-
putational problems are hard to be solved such as dis-
crete logarithm problem (DLP) [21]. Let G be an ad-
ditive elliptic curve group of order q and P, Q ∈ G as
two random numbers on E where Q = x.P. Based on
the DLP, it is not easy to compute x from Q.

3.4. Fog Computing
The cloud computing services are extended by fog

computing to the network edge [4]. It is a greatly vir-
tualized platform providing storage, computation, and
networking services between traditional cloud servers
and end tools. The combination of VANET with fog
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computing will provide numerous advantages such as
local data processing, local resource pooling, cache data
management, load balancing, and delay decrease [22].
In fog computing-based VANET, the time-critical data
locally are analyzed through the fog node tools lead-
ing to the lower latency. It is worth stating that by
fog computing, the interactions between vehicle nodes
are facilitated and very effective collaboration of nodes
with each other becomes possible [23].

3.5. Quotient Filter (QF)
QF, as a cache-friendly and space-efficient proba-

bilistic data structure, is useful for large data because it
reduces latency and analytical procedure. It represent-
ing a multiset of elements S ⊆ U by storing a p bit fin-
gerprint for each element. QF stores the multiset F =
h (S) = {h (x) | x ∈ S}, where h : U → {0, · · · , 2p− 1}
is a hash function.

Conceptually, it is assumed that F has been stored
in an open hash table T with m = 2q buckets utilizing
a method known as the quotient, proposed by Knuth
[24]. In this method, a fingerprint f is divided into its
r least significant bits, fr = f mod 2r (the remainder),
and its q = p − r most significant bits, fq = b f /2rc
(the quotient). For inserting a fingerprint f into F, we
store fr in bucket T

[
fq
]
. Considering a remainder fr

in bucket fq, the full fingerprint can be exclusively re-
constructed as f = fq2r + fr [25].

4. Proposed Scheme
Security and privacy are real significant in VANET

since it is an open-access environment [6]. Building on
this, we designed a secure and efficient message and
node authentication scheme with privacy-preserving.
In the proposed scheme, node authentication is based
on QF whereas message authentication is established
on ECC. In order to meet the privacy-preserving, map-
ping each vehicle is also performed to a different pseudo-
identity. In this section, we describe our scheme in the
following phases: system initialization, registration,
and authentication.

4.1. Initialization Phase
In this phase, TA produces the required parame-

ters of system, first. Then, it preloads parameters into
the TPD of vehicles and memory of fog nodes. To this
end, considering two primes p, q; group G of order q;
and let two distinct generators P, Q ∈ G. TA randomly
chooses an at least 160 bits number s ∈ Z∗q as the mas-
ter private key. Using the master private key, it also
computes the corresponding public key Ppub = s.P.
Then, the TA selects a secure SHA-256 hash function
h : {0, 1}∗ → G. This is mainly because it is difficult to
reconstruct the initial data from the hash value gener-
ated by SHA-256. Also, it is impossible that SHA-256
creates the same hash value for different messages.

Table 1
Definition of Notations in the Proposed Scheme

Model Method
⊕ XOR operation
|| Concatenation operation
TA Trusted authority
TPD Tamper-proof device
TRA Trace authority
CS Cloud server
RSU Roadside unit
FN Fog node
V Vehicle node
h Secure hash function
PID Pseudo-identity
RID Real identity
Ppub System public key
G Cycle additive group
s System private key
params System public parameters
P, Q Distinct generators of G
τ, τ

′
Signature generated by vehicle and RSU/FN,
resp.

t Timestamp of message
VP Timestamp of pseudo-identity

Next, TA sets the system public parameters params ={
p, q, a, b, G, P, Ppub, h

}
and publishes params to the cloud

servers, RSUs, fog nodes, and vehicles where a and b
are the parameters of the elliptic curve function EP (a, b).
The notations utilized throughout this work are illus-
trated in Table I.

4.2. Registration Phase
In this phase, TA accomplishes the registration of

vehicles, RSUs, fog nodes, and cloud servers as fol-
lows:

1) Registration of Fog Node
Let FFN = {FN1, FN2, · · · , FNM} be a set of au-
thorized FNs that have been registered in the net-
work. TA chooses a unique identity RIDFNk for
each FNk ∈ FFN . It also randomly selects a num-
ber s f n ∈ Z∗q as the private secret key of FN and
then computes the FN’s public key PUB f n = s f n.P.

2) Registration of Vehicle Node
Consider a set of authorized vehicle nodes
that have been registered in the network
Vv = {V1, V2, · · · , VN}. For each vehicle Vl ∈ Vv,
the TA chooses a unique identity RIDVl . Each
vehicle maintains its own real identity RIDVl and
password PWDVl in the TPD. TA also sends se-
curely system private key s for authorized ve-
hicles and vehicle stores it in TPD. To meet the
privacy-preserving, each vehicle uses the gener-
ated pseudo-identity PIDV = {PIDV,1, PIDV,2}
by TPD and TRA that we explain more next.
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3) Registration of Roadside Unit
Consider a set of RSUs that have been registered
in the network ℜrsu = {RSU1, RSU2, · · · , RSUL}.
For each RSUj ∈ ℜrsu to be deployed, the TA
selects a unique real identity RIDrsuj . It picks a
random number srsu ∈ Z∗q as the private secret
key of RSU and then computes the public key
PUBrsu = srsu.P.

4) Registration of Cloud Server
Let ℭCS = {CS1, CS2, · · · , CSP} be a set of autho-
rized cloud servers that have been registered in
the network. For each cloud server CSi ∈ ℭCS,
the TA chooses a unique identity RIDCSi . TA
also randomly selects a random number scs ∈
Z∗q as the master private key of the cloud server.
Then, it calculates the CS’s public key using
PUBcs = scs.P.

It is worth noting that, because the privacy is not an
important issue and a requirement for the fog nodes
and cloud servers, hence they use the real identity to
sign the message.

4.3. Authentication Phase
In this section, we explain both node and message

authentication and verification procedures as follows:

4.3.1. QF-based Node Authentication Scheme
In the vehicular network, exchange data among nodes

is the basis of the network. To ensure security, be-
fore initiating any communication and data sharing,
the receiver of data needs to check the legitimacy of
the sender. Due to the big data generated in the net-
work and a large number of vehicle nodes, we pro-
posed a node authentication scheme based on QF. As
described above, QF is a probabilistic data structure
for query of massive dataset that used to decrease pro-
cessing overhead and improve security [26].

In this scheme, each vehicle V is equipped with a
quotient filter QFV to maintain the information of all
authorized and unauthorized vehicle nodes. Depend-
ing legitimacy and or illegitimacy of vehicle nodes be-
longing to the RSUk, they will be stored in the relevant
quotient filter of the vehicle using the fingerprint of
pseudo vehicle identity (PIDW ), a public key (PUBrsu
) provided by the related RSU, and (A : authorized or
U : unauthorized) as follows:

(QFV)← h ( f ingerprint (PIDW)⊕ PUBrsu) ‖ A/U
(1)

RSU updates the QFV of the legitimate vehicle nodes
who are under its transmission range immediately af-
ter a change in the list of authorized and unauthorized
vehicle nodes. It will be performed by broadcasting
the new list to the nearby vehicle nodes.

As the same way, each FN maintains own quotient
filter QFFN of all genuine and fake vehicle nodes. Like
the QFV , all QFFN continuously upgraded by the rele-
vant RSU.

In a vehicle-to-vehicle communication, before data
sharing and communication, the destination node Vj
performs Query(Vi) on its QFVj . If the query returns
TRUE with A, it means the Vi is a genuine node, and
If the query returns TRUE with U, it means the Vi
is an unauthorized node otherwise, if the query re-
turns FALSE, it means the Vi is not a member of the
QFVj , hence Vj immediately sends a request to the FNk.
When the FNk receives the request, it will check the le-
gitimacy of node Vi by performing a query on QFRSUk .
If the query on QFFNk returns TRUE with A, Vj start
data sharing with Vi and updates QFVj and if the query
returns TRUE with U, Vj stop any communication with
Vi and updates QFVj . Otherwise, if the query on QFFSk

returns FALSE, it means that Vi has not been regis-
tered in the network and so it is a fake vehicle node has
entered the network. Additionally, if Vj does not re-
ceive a reply after a certain time from the RSUk, it just
rejects the request of communication and data sharing
with Vi.

In a vehicle-to-fog node communication, FNk per-
forms the query on its QFFNk . If the query returns
TRUE with A, the link between vehicle and FN will
be established because the vehicle node is authorized.
Otherwise, if the query returns TRUE with U or it re-
turns FALSE, the link request will be rejected by FN.

4.3.2. Message Authentication Scheme
In fog computing-based VANET, raw data can be

gathered by sensors installed on the vehicle node, and
stored in on-board storage. Because of the redundancy
of the raw data, the processing of data is conducted to
extract valuable information. Then, for further pro-
cessing in terms of integrity and reliability of data, the
vehicle node signs the extracted information and sends
it to the relevant FN/RSU. After verifies the vehicle’s
signature and checking the data reliability, FN/RSU
also signs the message and broadcasts in the vehicular
network. Once a vehicle node received a signed mes-
sage from FN/RSU, it checks the signature first and
then signs the message for broadcasting to the neigh-
bour vehicle nodes and nearby FNs/RSUs.

Based on the defined architecture in this study (see
Figure 1), the following communications in the fog-
based VANET are conceivable: vehicle and vehicle (V-
V), vehicle and FN (V-FN), vehicle and RSU (V-RSU),
FN and RSU (FN-RSU), and RSU and CS (RSU-CS).
It supposes that both FN-RSU and RSU-CS commu-
nication are via a secure manner. Therefore, we focus
on other communications and explain the message au-
thentication in the following.

2.1) V-FN COMMUNICATION
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[Message signing by Vehicle]: To ensure authentica-
tion and message integrity, each message should be
signed by the vehicle before sending to neighbour nodes.
Also, to satisfy privacy-preserving, each vehicle node
has to use its pseudo-identity. Each message will be
signed by a vehicle generating a pseudo-identity and
related signing key.

To generate pseudo-identity, TPD randomly selects
a number ri ∈ Z∗q and calculates PIDi,1 = ri .P. When
a vehicle node enters the VANET, TPD securely sends
SIGVSKi (RIDi , PWDi , PIDi,1) to TRA for verifying
{RIDi , PWDi}. After verifying the signature using the
vehicle’s public key, TRA calculates the pseudo-identity
PIDi = {PIDi,1, PIDi,2, VPi} by choosing a random

number ri ∈ Z∗q , where PIDi,2 = RIDi⊕ h
(

ri .Ppub, VPi

)
,

and VPi defines the valid period of the PIDi. The gen-
erated pseudo-identities are valid within VPi. This fre-
quent change is mainly because when a vehicle uses a
pseudo-identity constantly within the vehicular com-
munication, the vehicle movement trajectory can be
traced by an adversary.

Then, vehicle Vi has to sign the Mi = PIDi,2 ‖
mi ‖ ti where Mi is combining of PIDi,2 as a part of
pseudo-identity, mi as message and ti as the times-
tamp that gives the freshness of the signed message
against a replay attack. To sign the Mi, TPD selects
ri ∈ Z∗q . Next, it computes the corresponding signa-
ture τi = ri + s.h (Mi) on Mi for PIDi. Then, the vehicle
sends {PIDi , Mi , τi} to the relevant RSU/FN.

[Message verification by FN]: Once an FN receives the
signed message from vehicles, not only it has to verify
the vehicle node authentication, but also it needs to
verify the signature of the message. It ensures the ve-
hicle is not attempting to impersonate legitimate ve-
hicles or spread false message. If the vehicle node is
genuine (see Section 4.3.1), it verifies the signed mes-
sage as follows:

- Single Message Verification: Once a fog node FNj ∈
FFN receives a signed message {PIDi , Mi , τi}, after
checking the freshness of ti − tc ≤ ∆t and VPi, if the
message and pseudo-identity have not expired, it cal-
culates h (PIDi,2 ‖ mi ‖ ti) and verifies whether

τi .P = PIDi,1 + Ppub.h (PIDi,2 ‖ mi ‖ ti) (2)

hold or not. If so, the message will be verified; oth-
erwise, FNj discards the message and recommend the
vehicle with PIDi as an illegal vehicle node to the rel-
evant RSU.

- Batch Message Verification: Once the fog node FNj
receives multiple signed messages from vehicles in a
time interval, it uses the batch message verification
method as follows:

Consider n distinct vehicles VV = {V1, · · · , Vn} and

corresponding message-signature tuples

SML = {{PID1, M1, τ1} , · · · , {PIDn, Mn, τn}}

To sign verification, the fog node FNj computes
h (PIDi,2||mi||ti) for i = 1, · · · , n and then checks whether

(3)

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .τi

)
.P =

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .PIDi,1

)
+(

n

∑
i=1

vi .h
(

PIDi,2||mi||ti
))

.Ppub

holds or not. If holds, it means the checking was suc-
cessfully and hence accept the signatures, otherwise,
it indicates there is at least one invalid message in the
batch. In the following, due to the Ppub = s.P , PIDi,1 =

ri .P, PIDi,2 = RIDi⊕ h
(

ri .Ppub

)
, Mi = PIDi,2 ‖ mi ‖ ti

and τi = ri + s.h (Mi), we prove the validation of the
batch message verification.(

n

∑
i=1

vi .τi

)
.P =

(
n

∑
i=1

vi . (ri + s.h (Mi))

)
.P

=

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .ri

)
.P +

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .s.h (Mi)

)
.P

=

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .ri .P

)
+

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .s.P.h (Mi)

)

=

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .PIDi,1

)
+

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .h (Mi)

)
.Ppub

=

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .PIDi,1

)
+

(
n

∑
i=1

vi .h (PIDi,2 ‖ mi ‖ ti)

)
.Ppub

After performing the batch message verification by the
fog node FNj, a recursive algorithm based on the bi-
nary search is performed to detect the invalid mes-
sages contained in the batch.

In the proposed algorithm, we have considered a
batch segmentation and both single message verifica-
tion and batch message verification. The desired batch
contained signed event messages from Lindex till Hindex
will be divided into two separate batches by this al-
gorithm. The first batch is from Lindex till Mindex =
(Lindex + Hindex)/2 and the later one is from Mindex +
1 till Hindex. After each segmentation, the batch mes-
sage verification will be used to verify the new batches.
If each new batch holds Equation (3), existing mes-
sages in the batch will be inserted to the vML and algo-
rithm immediately will be stopped for this batch. Oth-
erwise, segmentation will be continued until finding
invalid message(s). When there is two or one message
in the batch, the single message verification by Equa-
tion (2) will be used to check validity of the message.
If Equation (2) is established, this message will be in-
serted into the vML, otherwise, it goes to ivML.
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The output of the algorithm is two lists namely vML
and ivML. Finally, the fog node FNj signs the List =
{vML, ivML} and sends to the related RSU. When the
RSU receives the list from a fog node, it verifies the
signature using the fog node public key PUB f n, and
then upgrade its quotient filter QFRSU and nearby fog
nodes QFFN .

2.2) V-RSU COMMUNICATION
Due to the expansion of the transportation network,
the distributed fog nodes cannot cover all locations in
the vehicular environment. Therefore, a vehicle some-
times is not under communication coverage of fog node.
In this situation, it needs to communicate with the re-
lated RSU, and hence sends the signed messages to the
RSU.

To verification the signed message, the RSU veri-
fies whether the batch authentication Equation 3 holds
or not. If the equation is established, it indicates that
the batch of the message passes the check. Otherwise,
it means that the message contains at least one invalid
message. In order to determine the invalid messages
in the batch, the RSU uses the binary search algorithm.

2.3) RSU-V / FN-V COMMUNICATION
[Message signing by RSU]: To ensure secure commu-
nication, each RSU/FN also has to sign the event mes-
sage and then broadcast it to the nearby vehicle nodes.
To this end, the RSUi ∈ ℜrsu signs Mi = RIDrsui ||mi||ti
with private key srsu. Because privacy is not an impor-
tant issue and a requirement for the RSUs, hence its
real identity (RIDrsui ) is used to sign the message. The
corresponding signature on Mi is τ

′
RSUi

= srsu.h (Mi)

and the RSU broadcasts
{

RIDRSUi , Mi , τ
′
RSUi

}
to ve-

hicles and the relevant FNs.

[Message verification by Vehicle]: Once a vehicle re-
ceives the signed message from the RSU, it has to
verify the signature of the message to ensure that the
RSU is not attempting to impersonate any other le-
gitimate RSUs or disseminate false messages. To this
end, when a vehicle

(
Vj
)

receives a signed message{
RIDRSUi , Mi , τ

′
RSUi

}
, after checking the freshness of

ti, it verifies whether

τ
′
RSUi

.P = PUBrsui .h
(

RIDRSUi ||mi||ti
)

(4)

hold or not. If it does not hold, Vehicle discards the
message and marked the RSU as an intruder and broad-
cast an alert to authorized RSU in its communication
range. Otherwise, if the equation is established, accept
the message.

2.4) V-V COMMUNICATION
Once a vehicle Vl receives a signed message from an-
other vehicle Vk, it firstly needs to check the legitimacy

of Vk (see Section 4.3.1). If Vk is valid, it checks the in-
tegrity of the message Mk = PIDk||mk||tk. In a V-V
communication, to check the integrity of the message,
Vl sends a request Req = 〈Reqid, PIDl , Mk , PIDk〉 to the
related fog node and wait for a reply. As mentioned
above, if no fog node is in its communication range, it
sends the request to the related RSU.

When the fog node FNj receives a request from the
vehicle, it checks to determine whether 〈Mk , PIDk〉 is
within the vML or not. If exist, to verify the message
Mk , FNj sends a reply Rep(veri f ied) to the Vl . Other-
wise, FNj checks message in ivML. If exist, it responds
Rep(ignored) to Vl . But, if the message is not existing
in both vML and ivML, it means Vk did not send the
message to the FNj and or the fog node FNj received
the message after the request of Vl . In this regard,
FNj waits for a certain time. If it received the mes-
sage during this time, FNj checks the authentication
of the message using a single authentication method
and responds the result to the Vl . Otherwise, it sends
Rep(ignored) to Vl .

In the vehicle side, if Vl receives a reply of FNj,
the vehicle verified/ignored the message based on the
type of reply. Otherwise, if Vl not received a reply after
a certain time, the message will be discarded.

The pseudo-identity generation process, signature
generation and signature verification between vehicle
and fog node (V-FN) and between RSU and vehicle/fog
node (RSU-V/FN) can also be found in Figure 3.

5. Security Analysis
In this section, we prove that our scheme meets the

security requirements mentioned in subsection 3.2 and
resist attacks. Firstly, we give a proof that our scheme
is secure with the random oracle model. This is be-
cause proof in the random oracle model ensures the
security of the overall design of a signature scheme
[27]. To this purpose, Theorem 1 gives a formal proof
of the proposed signature scheme against an alterna-
tively chosen message attack using a game between
challenger and an adversary as follows:

Theorem 1: Our system is secure and efficient with
random oracles for VANET.

Proof : Let in our system, the security model is es-
tablished by a challenger CH and an adversary ADV ,
in whichADV is able to forge the message {PIDi , Mi , τi}.
Consider a game between CH and ADV , which can
solve the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) by run-
ning ADV with a non-negligible probability. To that
end, it is assumed that CH maintains three hash lists
ListH1 , ListH2 and ListH3 which are initialized to empty.

Setup: CH selects a random number s as the pri-
vate key of the system and compute the public key us-
ing Ppub = s.P. Then, CH sends the generated system

parameters params =
{

p, q, P, Q, Ppub, H1, H2, H3

}
to

ADV .
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Pseudo-identity Generation 

 𝑽 (𝑹𝑰𝑫𝒊,𝑷𝑾𝑫𝒊)  𝑻𝑹𝑨 

 Choose randomly 𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝑍𝑞
∗    

 Compute 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖,1 = 𝑟𝑖 . 𝑃   

        𝑺𝑰𝑮𝑽𝑺𝑲𝒊(𝑹𝑰𝑫𝒊,𝑷𝑾𝑫𝒊,𝑷𝑰𝑫𝒊,𝟏)    
→                         

 

   Verify (𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑖,𝑃𝑊𝐷𝑖) 
   Choose randomly 𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝑍𝑞

∗  

   Compute 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖,2 = 𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑖 ⊕ℎ(𝑟𝑖 . 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑏 , 𝑉𝑃𝑖) 
   Generate 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖 = {𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖,1, 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖,2, 𝑉𝑃𝑖} and reply to vehicle 

        𝑷𝑰𝑫𝒊={𝑷𝑰𝑫𝒊,𝟏,𝑷𝑰𝑫𝒊,𝟐,𝑽𝑷𝒊}            
←                          

 

Signature Generation 

 𝑽  𝑭𝑵 

 Choose randomly 𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝑍𝑞
∗    

 Generate traffic message 𝑚𝑖 and timestamp 𝑡𝑖   

 Compute 𝑀𝑖 = 𝑃𝐼𝐷1,2 ∥ 𝑚𝑖 ∥ 𝑡𝑖   

 Generate 𝜏𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 + 𝑠. ℎ(𝑀𝑖)   

                     {𝑷𝑰𝑫𝒊,𝑴𝒊,𝝉𝒊}                        
→                         

 

Single Message Verification 

   Check both 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑉𝑃𝑖  whether are fresh? 

   Compute ℎ(𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖,2 ∥ 𝑚𝑖 ∥ 𝑡𝑖) 
   Check   𝜏𝑖 . 𝑃 = 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖,1 + 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑏 . ℎ(𝑃𝐼𝐷1,2 ∥ 𝑚𝑖 ∥ 𝑡𝑖)   hold? 

   If so, accept and check message’s validity and reply the result to vehicle 
   Otherwise, discard the message 
    
  {{𝑷𝑰𝑫𝟏,𝑴𝟏,𝝉𝟏},….  ,{𝑷𝑰𝑫𝒏,𝑴𝒏,𝝉𝒏}} 

→                         
 

Batch Message Verification 

   Check {𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑛} and {𝑉𝑃1, 𝑉𝑃2, … , 𝑉𝑃𝑛} whether are fresh? 

   Compute ℎ(𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖,2 ∥ 𝑚𝑖 ∥ 𝑡𝑖) for 𝑖 = 1,… . , 𝑛 

   (∑ 𝑣𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 . 𝜏𝑖). 𝑃 = (∑ 𝑣𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 . 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑖,1) + (∑ 𝑣𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 . ℎ(𝑃𝐼𝐷1,2 ∥ 𝑚𝑖 ∥ 𝑡𝑖)). 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑏  hold? 

   If so, accept and check validity of messages 
   Otherwise, find invalid messages within batch using a binary search algorithm 

Signature Generation 

 𝑹𝑺𝑼  𝑽/𝑭𝑵 

 Compute 𝑀𝑖 = 𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑖 ∥ 𝑚𝑖 ∥ 𝑡𝑖   

 Generate 𝜏𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑖
′ = 𝑠𝑟𝑠𝑢. ℎ(𝑀𝑖)   

                {𝑹𝑰𝑫𝒓𝒔𝒖𝒊
,𝑴𝒊,𝝉𝒓𝒔𝒖𝒊

′ }                

→                         

 

Single Message Verification 

   Check 𝑡𝑖 whether is fresh 

   Compute ℎ(𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑖 ∥ 𝑚𝑖 ∥ 𝑡𝑖) 
   Check 𝜏𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑖

′ . 𝑃 = 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑏 . ℎ(𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑖 ∥ 𝑚𝑖 ∥ 𝑡𝑖) hold? 

   If so, accept the message 
   Otherwise, drop the message 

 

Figure 3: Pseudo-identity generation and authentication processes of our scheme.

H1-Oracle: CH keeps a list
(

ListH1

)
with the form

of 〈m, τ〉. When ADV creates a H1 query with mes-
sage m, CH checks whether the tuple 〈m, τ〉 is already
in the ListH1 or not. If so, CH sends τ = H1 (m) to
ADV ; if not, CH selects a random τ ∈ Z∗q and adds
〈m, τ〉 into the ListH1 . Finally, CH sends τ = H1 (m) to
ADV .

H2-Oracle: CH keeps a list
(

ListH2

)
with the form

of 〈PIDi , m, τ〉 When ADV creates a H2 query with
the message 〈PIDi , m, τ〉, CH exams whether the tu-
ple 〈PIDi , m, τ〉 is already in the ListH2 or not. If so,
CH sends τ = H2 (PIDi||m) to ADV . Otherwise, CH
selects a random τ ∈ Z∗q and then adds {PIDi , m, τ}
into the ListH2 . In the end, CH sends τ = H2 (PIDi||m)
to ADV .

H3-Oracle: CH keeps a list
(

ListH3

)
with the

form of 〈PIDi , Mi , τ〉 in which Mi = mi||t. Once CH
receives a query of ADV creates with the message
〈PIDi , Mi , τ〉, it checks whether the tuple 〈PIDi , Mi , τ〉
is already in the ListH3 or not. If so, CH sends τ =
H3 (PIDi||Mi) to ADV . Otherwise, CH selects a ran-
dom τ ∈ Z∗q and then adds {PIDi , Mi , τ} into the ListH3 .

In the end, CH sends τ = H3 (PIDi||Mi) to ADV .
Sign-Oracle: Upon receive a query of ADV with

the message m, CH generates three random numbers
αi,βi,τi ∈ Z∗q and chooses a random point PIDi,2 and
computes PIDi,1 = τi .P− Ppub.h (PIDi,2||mi||ti). Then,
CH adds 〈PIDi , mi , αi〉 and 〈PIDi , Mi , βi〉, respec-
tively, into the ListH2 and ListH3 in which PIDi =
{PIDi,1, PIDi,2}. Next, CH sends 〈PIDi , Mi , τi〉 to
ADV . It is easy to verify the equation τi .P = PIDi,1 +
Ppub.h (PIDi,2||mi||ti) holds. Therefore, all signatures
generated by CH are indistinguishable from those
generated by legal vehicles. Finally, ADV outputs a
message 〈PIDi , Mi , τi〉 and CH checks whether τi .P =
PIDi,1 + Ppub.h (PIDi,2||mi||ti) is established or not. If
no, CH aborts the process.

By using Forking Lemma [27], ADV produces an-
other valid message

〈
PIDi , Mi , τ

′
i

〉
. In the valid mes-

sages 〈PIDi , Mi , τi〉 and
〈

PIDi , Mi , τ
′
i

〉
, the signatures

τi = ri + s.h (Mi) and τ
′
i = ri + s.h

′
(Mi) where h 6= h

′

are produced by CH within polynomial running time.
According to these two signatures, CH achieves the
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value of x =
(

τi − τ
′
i /h− h

′
)

mod q as the answer of
the DLP. To prove this, with substituting ri = τi − s.h
in the ri = τ

′
i − s.h

′
, it gives the following result:

τi − s.h = τ
′
i − s.h

′ ⇒ τi − τ
′
i = s

(
h− h

′)⇒
s =

(
τi − τ

′
i /h− h

′)
mod q

The ability to solve the DL problem contradicts the
hardness of this problem. Therefore, the proposed scheme
is secure against forgery under adaptive chosen mes-
sage attack in the random oracle model, hence it pro-
vides message authentication for VANETs.

Theorem 2: (Verification and Integrity of Message)
the message’s integrity is ensured by the signature of
the message.

Proof : Proof in the random oracle model ensures
the security of the signature scheme. As discussed in
Theorem 1, our proposed signature is secure against
an alternatively chosen message attack under the ran-
dom oracle model, and as a result, a malicious attacker
cannot forge valid signatures.

Theorem 3: (Resistance to Unauthorized Nodes) it
guarantees an unauthorized and fake node cannot en-
ter the network and initiating data sharing with autho-
rized nodes.

Proof : Each vehicle has a filter namely QFV con-
taining the pseudo-identity of genuine and fake nodes.
Before starting any communication, the vehicle node
which has a request for communicating checks the va-
lidity and legitimacy of another vehicle node using the
query on the filter. If the query returns FALSE, the ve-
hicle node immediately sends a request to the related
FN. If the query on the filter QFFN returns FALSE, it
indicates that the vehicle node did not register in TA
before joining the VANET and hence it marks the ve-
hicle node as a fake node. Also, if the query on QFFS
returns TRUE, it means that the FN has been detected
the vehicle as an illegitimate node, previously. Conse-
quently, a fake and unauthorized vehicle node cannot
join the network and initiate any communication with
other vehicles and fog nodes.

Theorem 4: (Privacy-Preserving) during the com-
munication, no adversary can extract the vehicle’s real
identity from its pseudonym.

Proof : The vehicle Vi transmits message {PIDi , Mi , τi}
to other nodes, where PIDi = {PIDi,1, PIDi,2, VPi},
PIDi,1 = ri .P, and PIDi,2 = RIDi ⊕ h

(
ri .Ppub, VPi

)
.

The real identity RIDi of the vehicle is perfectly con-
cealed since PIDi is an unknown identity with a ran-
dom number ri. Based on the DLP, it is hard to com-
pute the private key ri of the vehicle through PIDi,1
and P. Hence, the adversary is unable to extract RIDi
and as a result, the proposed scheme satisfies privacy-
preserving. Furthermore, in our scheme, a vehicle node
changes pseudo-identity PIDi after a valid period of

time VPi. This frequent change is mainly because when
a vehicle uses a pseudo-identity constantly within the
vehicular communication, the vehicle movement tra-
jectory can be traced by an adversary [9]. We prove
that the relation between the pseudo-identities can be
revealed only by TRA. To this end, consider two pseudo-
IDs PIDi,2 and PIDi+1,2 related to the vehicle node RIDi

where PIDi,2 = RIDi ⊕ h
(

ri .Ppub, VPi

)
and PIDi+1,2 =

RIDi ⊕ h
(

ri+1.Ppub, VPi+1

)
. Assuming that attacker

knows Ppub, VPi, and VPi+1. To verify relation of PIDi,2
and PIDi+1,2 with RIDi, the attacker should computes

both h−1
(

ri .Ppub, VPi

)
and h−1

(
ri+1.Ppub, VPi+1

)
. These

computations are performed until the relation verifi-
cation is confirmed. As described in [5], for a n-bit
one-way hash function, the complexity of solving h−1

is O(2n−1). Suppose PIDi,2 an d PIDi+1,2 belong to

RIDi, hence for each h−1
(

ri .Ppub, VPi

)
, 2n−1 times of

h−1
(

ri+1.Ppub, VPi+1

)
operation needs to confirm. So,

the total complexity is O(22n−2). Since the hash func-
tion used in our scheme is a SHA-256, hence the rela-
tionship verification between two pseudo identities is
not easy computational problem.

Theorem 5: (Resistance to Replay Attack) an ad-
versary is unable to broadcast the received signed mes-
sage if it is expired.

Proof : Signature of the message includes the times-
tamp capable of resisting replayed attacks. The times-
tamp ti is attached with the message mi and all vehi-
cles preserve time synchronization. The current times-
tamp is employed for all communicating entities. In
each exchanged message, the highest transmission de-
lay is typically a small value. Hence, even if the in-
tercepted messages are replayed by an adversary, they
are simply discovered in our scheme owing to times-
tamp validation by the receiving participants. Con-
sider an adversary ADV intercepts a message
{PIDi , Mi , τi} where Mi = mi||ti and it presents a re-
play attack at the time tj. Due to the tj − ti > ∆t, the
receiver will reject the message in which ∆t is a con-
jointly agreed to transmission delay. Therefore, this
scheme protects against a replay attack.

Theorem 6: (Traceability) TRA is able to track the
real identity from the pseudonym of the vehicle.

Definition 1: It is possible to encrypt the string
of text by employing the XOR operation (⊕) to every
character utilizing a given key. For decryption the out-
put, the cipher will be removed only by reapplying the
XOR function with the key as:

I f X⊕Y = Z then X⊕Z = Y

Proof : In case the TRA should trace the vehicle’s real
identity, it can get a real identity by the equivalent
pseudo-identity. Considering a pseudo-identity PIDi =
{PIDi,1, PIDi,2, VPi} in a signed message and PIDi,2 =
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RIDi⊕ h
(

ri .Ppub, VPi

)
, the TRA is able to trace the ve-

hicle’s real identity using definition 1:

RIDi = PIDi,2 ⊕ h
(

ri .Ppub, VPi

)
Consequently, when a signature is in dispute, the

TRA assigning the pseudo identities to the vehicles’
real identity can trace the vehicle from the disputed
message.

6. Performance Evaluation
Here, a comparison is made between our scheme

and related works CPAS [13], PPAS [14], CL-CPPA [17],
and EMAS [18] in terms of both communication and
computation cost. It is worth noting that, the first two
models are based on the bilinear pairing method, whereas
CL-CPPA, EMAS, and our scheme are established on
elliptic curve cryptography.

We used simulations in NS-3 to assess the perfor-
mance. The simulation area is 5 km × 5 km and the
highest node density on the simulation area is 500 nodes.
We consider 5 RSUs and 15 fog nodes along the road-
side for serving the vehicle nodes. RSUs and fog nodes
are mounted at appropriate distances to provide suffi-
cient coverage to take advantage of a fog computing-
based VANET. Each RUS can serve 500 demands at
the same time. In order to model the wireless chan-
nel, the two-ray ground reflection model is utilized as
the radio propagation model. IEEE 802.11p is utilized
in the MAC-layer. Moreover, the vehicles’ transmis-
sion range is adjusted at 300 m. The channel band-
width utilized in our simulation is 6 Mbps. The to-
tal simulation time is 360 seconds in each simulation
run. The setting time is set to 30 seconds at the start of
simulation for removing the impact of transient per-
formance over the results. The overall simulation time
also involved 30 seconds of stop sending packets from
the simulation end. For simplicity, we assume that
both vehicles and fog nodes have the same equipment
and the experiment is executed in a machine equipped
with a 3.4GHZ i7-2600 CPU.

6.1. Communication Overhead
Communication overhead is a key element in as-

sessing the scheme’s performance. To verify a mes-
sage sender and ensure the message integrity, vehicles
or fog nodes need to sign messages before sending it.
For analyzing the communication overhead of the pre-
sented system, we follow the safety messages format
between vehicles and fog nodes as in [13] (see Figure
4). In this format, the signature is considered as cryp-
tography overhead. Obviously, to reduce communica-
tion costs, it needs to decrease the size of the signature.
According to [13], to decrease the signature length, it
is appropriate to utilize a 159-bit subgroup of the MNT
curve with an embedding degree of 6.

Type ID Message ID Payload Timestamp Signature Pseudo ID

2 Bytes 2 Bytes 100 Bytes 4 Bytes 20 Bytes 64 Bytes

Type ID Message ID Payload Timestamp Signature Real ID

2 Bytes 2 Bytes 100 Bytes 4 Bytes 20 Bytes 10 Bytes

Vehicle

Fog Node

Figure 4: Format of signed message for vehicle and fog node.

In our scheme, the overall packet size can be de-
creased by 192 bytes where the signature is 20 bytes
and 64 bytes is for pseudo-identity.

According to [28], the size of the element in group
G such {PID ∈ G}, timestamp {VP}, the output of
the hash function such as

{
τ ∈ Z∗q

}
, and real identity

{RID} are respectively 40 bytes, 4 bytes, 20 bytes, and
10 bytes. So, given {PIDV , MV , τV} the total signa-
ture size of our scheme excluding message size and
pseudo-ID is 20 bytes where the total pseudo iden-
tity’s size {PIDV,1, PIDV,2, VPV} is 64 bytes. Addi-
tionally, our scheme uses a real identity, instead of pseudo-
identity, for sending message from RSU/FN to vehi-
cle. Therefore, due to the size of the message, Type-ID,
Message-ID, signature, and pseudo-identity, the total
packet size from vehicle to RSU/FN in our scheme is
192 bytes and it is 138 bytes for fog node to vehicle.

Due to the size of each element, the signature size
for CPAS is 20+20+20 = 60 bytes. And, it is 20+20
= 40 bytes for PPAS, 40+20 = 60 bytes for CL-CPPA,
whereas the signature’s size of EMAS is 20 bytes. The
pseudo-ID size of CPAS, PPAS, and our scheme is
40+20+4 = 64 bytes. It is 40+40 = 80 bytes for CL-
CPPA, whereas, size of pseudo-ID of EMAS is 40+20
= 60 bytes.

The communication cost of our scheme and other
comparable schemes are illustrated in Table 2. As illus-
trated in this table, EMAS has the lowest cost of com-
munication. This is because the our scheme and other
comparable schemes use the timestamp as an element
in pseudo-ID generation that it increases the commu-
nication cost by 4 bytes. In EMAS and CL-CPPA, each
vehicle uses only one pseudo-ID when communicat-
ing with other entities during movement; whereas our
scheme, CPAS, and PPAS change the pseudo-ID of the
vehicle nodes over a period of time. According to [9],
the vehicle movement trajectory can be traced by an
adversary, if a vehicle uses one pseudo-ID during all
communication. Building on this, EMAS and CL-CPPA
cannot meet privacy-preserving requirements.

In this study, to reflect our scheme performance ef-
ficiency, we also utilized the transmission delay for
quantifying the communication overhead. We com-
pare the transmission delay of our scheme and compa-
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Table 2
Comparison of Communication Cost

Model Type ID Msg. ID Payload Timestamp Signature Pseudo-ID Total
CPAS 2 2 100 4 60 64 232 Bytes
PPAS 2 2 100 4 40 64 212 Bytes
CL-CPPA 2 2 100 4 60 80 248 Bytes
EMAS 2 2 100 4 20 60 188 Bytes
Our Scheme 2 2 100 4 20 64 192 Bytes
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Figure 5: Average transmission delay on different number of vehicles (a) velocity = 40
km/h, malicious node = 20% (b) velocity = 70 km/h, malicious node = 20% (c) velocity
= 100 km/h, malicious node = 20% (d) velocity = 150 km/h, malicious node = 20%.

rable models with different speeds (40 km/h, 70 km/h,
100 km/h and 150 km/h) in different density of vehi-
cle nodes (50, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 nodes) when
20% of participated vehicles in the network are mali-
cious node who generate invalid signatures (see Fig-
ure 5).

We acknowledge that the average transmission de-
lay increases with the increasing of vehicle node. Also,
velocity influences the transmission delay. It is ob-
vious that the transmission delay increases with the
number of malicious nodes increasing. To prove this,
we measured transmission delay when 50% of vehi-
cle nodes in the network are malicious nodes. We ob-
served that when the speed of vehicle nodes is 100
(km/h), with the number of malicious nodes increas-
ing from 20% to 50% in the network, the transmis-

sion delay of our scheme, CPAS, PPAS, CL-CPPA and
EMAS respectively increase nearly 25%, 42%, 37%, 36%
and 38%.

6.2. Computation Overhead
Here, we compare our scheme, CPAS, PPAS, CL-

CPPA, and EMAS in terms of computation overhead.
To this end, by inspiring the computation evaluation
method for VANET in [29], we construct an additive
group generated by a point P on a non-singular ellip-
tic curve E : y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p), and its order
is q, where a, b ∈ Z∗p, and p,q are two 160-bit prime
numbers.

Regarding convenience, we get the cryptographic
implementation time by using the MIRACL library [30].
Some notations for execution time are explained as fol-
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low:

1) Tbp: A bilinear pairing operation’s execution time
ē(P, Q), where P̄,Q̄ ∈ G1 and Tbp

∼= 4.2110(ms).

2) Tbp.m: A scalar multiplication operation’s execu-
tion time x.P̄ associated with the bilinear pair-
ing, in which P̄ ∈ G1 and x ∈ Z∗q and Tbp.m

∼=
1.7090(ms).

3) Tbp.sm : The execution time of a small scalar mul-
tiplication operation vi .P̄ associated with the bi-
linear pairing utilized in the small exponent test,
wherein, P ∈ G1, vi ∈ [1, 2t] is a small random
integer, t is a small integer and Tbp.sm

∼= 0.0535(ms).

4) Tbp.a: A point addition operation’s execution time
P + Q associated with the bilinear pairing, where
P, Q ∈ G1 and Tbp.a

∼= 0.0071(ms).

5) Tmtp: The execution time of a Map-To-Point hash
operation associated with the bilinear pairing; Tmtp ∼=
4.4060(ms).

6) Te.m : A scale multiplication operation’s execu-
tion time x.P associated with the ECC, where P ∈
G and x ∈ Z∗q and Te.m ∼= 0.4420(ms).

7) Te.sm : The execution time of a small scalar multi-
plication operation vi .P utilized in the small ex-
ponent test technology, in which, P ∈ G,vi ∈
[1, 2t] is a small random integer, t is a small in-
teger and Te.sm ∼= 0.0138(ms).

8) Te.a: A point addition operation’s execution time
P + Q associated with the ECC, where P, Q ∈ G
and Te.a ∼= 0.0018(ms).

9) Th: The execution time of a One-way hash func-
tion operation. Th

∼= 0.0001(ms).

Here, we calculate the computation time of pseudo-
identity generation, single message verification, mes-
sage signing, and batch message authentication for our
scheme and related works, separately.
[To pseudo-identity generation]: our scheme comprises
of two scalar multiplication processes, and only one
one-way hash function operation. Therefore, the whole
procedure’s overall computation time is 2Te.m + Th

∼=
2 ∗ 0.4420 + 0.0001 = 0.8841(ms). For PPAS, it includes
one one-way hash function operation and two scalar
multiplication processes. Therefore, the whole pro-
cedure’s overall calculation time is 2Te.m + Th

∼= 2 ∗
0.4420 + 0.0001 = 0.8841(ms). For CPAS, this includes
one one-way hash function operation and three scalar
multiplication processes. Thus, the total computation
time of the whole procedure is 3Te.m + Th

∼= 3 ∗ 0.4420 +
0.0001 = 1.3261(ms). CL-CPPA consists one scalar mul-
tiplication processes and two point addition operations.
So, the overall calculation time is (Te.m + 2Te.a)× z ∼=

0.4420 + 2∗ 0.0018 = 0.4456(ms). And, for EMAS, pseudo-
identity generation includes only one one-way hash
function operation and two scalar multiplication pro-
cesses. Therefore, the whole procedure’s overall calcu-
lation time is 2Te.m + Th

∼= 2∗ 0.4420 + 0.0001 = 0.8841(ms).
[To message signing]: to do this, our scheme includes
one one-way hash function operation, and two scalar
multiplication processes. Hence, the overall calcula-
tion time of the entire procedure is 2Te.m + Th

∼= 2 ∗
0.4420 + 0.0001 = 0.8841(ms). Whereas, PPAS includes
tree scalar multiplication processes, one map-to-point
hash function, and two one-way hash function pro-
cesses. Therefore, the overall computation time of the
entire procedure is 3Te.m + Tmtp + 2Th

∼= 3 ∗ 0.4420 +
4.4060 + 2 ∗ 0.0001 = 5.7302(ms). CPAS signs a message
with five scalar multiplication processes, one one-way
hash function operation, and one map-to-point hash
function. Consequently, the whole procedure’s over-
all calculation time is 5Te.m + Tmtp + Th

∼= 5 ∗ 0.4420 +
4.4060 + 0.0001 = 6.7161(ms). For CL-CPPA, it includes
three scalar multiplication processes, two point addi-
tion operations and only one one-way hash function
processes. So, the overall computation time of the en-
tire procedure for message signing is 3Te.m + 2Te.a +
1Th
∼= 3 ∗ 0.4420 + 2 ∗ 0.0018 + 1 ∗ 0.0001 = 1.3297(ms).

And, EMAS includes four scalar multiplication pro-
cesses and two one-way hash function processes. There-
fore, the overall computation time of the entire proce-
dure is 4Te.m + 2Th

∼= 4∗ 0.4420 + 2∗ 0.0001 = 1.7682(ms).
[To single message verification]: our scheme involves
only one one-way hash function operation, and three
scalar multiplication processes. Hence, the entire pro-
cedure’s overall computation time is 3Te.m + Th

∼= 3 ∗
0.4420 + 0.0001 = 1.3261(ms). PPAS comprises two bi-
linear pairing processes, three one-way hash function
operation, one map-to-point hash function operation,
and three scalar multiplication processes. Therefore,
the entire procedure’s overall calculation time is 2Tbp +
3Th + Tmtp + 3Te.m ∼= 2 ∗ 4.2110 + 3 ∗ 0.0001 + 4.4060 +
3 ∗ 0.4420 = 14.1543(ms). CPAS comprises two bilinear
pairing processes, one map-to-point hash function op-
eration, three scalar multiplication processes, and only
one one-way hash function operation. Thus, the over-
all calculation time of the entire procedure is 2Tbp +
Th + Tmtp + 3Te.m ∼= 2 ∗ 4.2110 + 0.0001 + 4.4060 + 3 ∗
0.4420 = 14.1541(ms). CL-CPPA includes tree scalar
multiplication processes, three point addition opera-
tions and one one-way hash function operation. So,
the entire procedure’s overall calculation time is 3Te.m +
3Te.a + Th

∼= 3∗ 0.4420 + 3∗ 0.0018 + 0.0001 = 1.3315(ms).
And, EMAS comprises two one-way hash function op-
eration and five scalar multiplication processes. There-
fore, the entire procedure’s overall calculation time is
5Te.m + 2Th

∼= 5 ∗ 0.4420 + 2 ∗ 0.0001 = 2.2102(ms).
[To batch message verification]: our scheme is made
up of includes (n + 1) scalar multiplication processes,
and (n) one-way hash function processes. Therefore,
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Table 3
Comparison of Computation Cost

Model Pseudo-id Genera-
tion

Message Signing Single Verification Batch Verification

CPAS 1.3261 6.7162 14.1541 9.2541n + 8.8640
PPAS 0.8841 5.7302 14.1543 9.2542n + 8.8641
CL-CPPA 0.4456 1.3297 1.33150 1.3315n + 0.8840
EMAS 0.8841 1.7682 2.21020 1.7682n + 0.4420
Our Scheme 0.8841 0.8841 1.32610 0.4421n + 0.4420

the overall calculation time of the entire procedure is
(n + 1)Te.m + nTh

∼= (n + 1)∗ 0.4420 + n ∗ 0.0001 = 0.4421n +
0.4420(ms). PPAS contains comprises two bilinear pair-
ing processes, (n + 1) scalar multiplication processes,
(2n) map-to-point hash function process, and (2n + 1)
one-way hash function processes. Accordingly, the en-
tire procedure’s overall calculation time is 2Tbp + (2n +
1)Th + 2nTmtp + (n + 1)Te.m ∼= 2∗ 4.2110 + (2n + 1)∗ 0.0001 +
2n ∗ 4.4060 + (n + 1) ∗ 0.4420 = 9.2542n + 8.8641(ms).
CPAS includes two bilinear pairing processes, (n + 1)
scalar multiplication processes, (2n) map-to-point hash
function processes, and (n) one-way hash function pro-
cesses. Therefore, the overall calculation time of the
entire procedure is 2Tbp + nTh + 2nTmtp + (n + 1)Te.m ∼=
2 ∗ 4.2110 + n ∗ 0.0001 + 2n ∗ 4.4060 + (n + 1) ∗ 0.4420 =
9.2541n + 8.8640(ms). CL-CPPA comprises (3n + 2) scalar
multiplication processes, (3n) point addition operations
and (n) one-way hash function processes. So, the en-
tire procedure’s overall calculation time is (3n + 2)Te.m +
(3n)Te.a + (n)Th+ ∼= (3n + 2) ∗ 0.4420 + (3n) ∗ 0.0018 +
(n) ∗ 0.0001 = 1.3315n + 0.8840(ms). EMAS contains
(4n + 1) scalar multiplication processes and (2n) one-
way hash function processes. Accordingly, the entire
procedure’s overall calculation time is (2n)Th + (4n +
1)Te.m ∼= (2n) ∗ 0.0001 + (4n + 1) ∗ 0.4420 = 1.7682n +
0.4420(ms).

A comparison of these schemes in terms of pseudo-
identity generation, single message authentication, mes-
sage signing, and batch authentication as shown in Ta-
ble 3. The batch verification cost of our scheme, CPAS,
PPAS, CL-CPPA and EMAS for 100 messages respec-
tively is 44.6520, 934.2740, 934.2841, 134.0340 and 177.2620
milliseconds. It indicates that batch verification in our
scheme has an improvement higher than CPAS, PPAS,
CL-CPPA, and EMAS. In this phase, the percentage
improvement of the total operation time of the pro-
posed scheme is approximately 934.2740−44.6520

934.2740 × 100 ∼=
95.22˜, 934.2841−44.6520

934.2841 × 100 ∼= 95.22˜, 134.0340−44.6520
134.0340 ×

100 ∼= 66.68˜, and 177.2620−44.6520
177.2620 × 100 ∼= 74.81˜.

Moreover, we show the impact of fog node in the
designed framework for proposed scheme. Since de-
lay is an important issue in VANET, we evaluate and
compare our scheme in terms of network delay in four
different scenarios: (i) our scheme with only RSU; (ii)
our scheme with only Cloud; (ii) our scheme with cloud-
edge; (iv) our scheme with cloud-RSU-fog. Figure 6
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Figure 6: Comparison of network delay of proposed scheme in
four different scenarios.

shows the average network delay is high when we use
only RSU or cloud. In contrast, the average network
delay when we use of edge or fog is low. For the last
two scenarios, the network delay is almost the same
until the number of vehicles is below 400, but, with in-
creasing the density, it is more when the cloud-edge is
utilized for the proposed scheme. It is mainly because
the lower processing and storage capabilities in edge
nodes than fog nodes. Hence, edge node needs to send
the data to cloud for more processing.

6.3. Batch Message Verification Analysis
As mentioned earlier, in the batch message veri-

fication, when there is at least one invalid message
in the batch, it needs to find the invalid message(s).
To this end, we proposed a recursive algorithm based
on the binary search. In this algorithm, the desired
batch will be broken into two separate batches, first.
This segmentation will be continued until finding all
invalid message(s). Figure 7 shows the segmentation
by this algorithm when the desired batch contained 10
event messages.

As shown in this figure, the batch message ver-
ification will be performed on the initial batch con-
tained 10 messages, first. If Equation (3) is not es-
tablished, there is at least one invalid message in the
batch. Therefore, the initial batch divides into two sep-
arate batches contained 5 messages. The batch mes-
sage verification performs on these two batches, sepa-
rately. If each batch holds Equation (3), it means all
messages exist in the batch are valid and hence the
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Figure 7: Segmentation of the batch contained 10 messages
by the proposed algorithm.

algorithm will be stopped for this batch. Otherwise,
the batch segmentation will be continued until each
batch contained two or one messages. In this situa-
tion, the proposed single message verification will be
performed to check the validity of the message.

For this example, in the worst case when all ex-
isting messages in the batch are invalid, we use one
BMV(10), two BMV(5), two BMV(3), and ten SMV where
BMV(x) is a batch message verification on a batch con-
tained x messages and SMV is a single message verifi-
cation. Based on Table 3, the computation cost of batch
message verification and in addition finding invalid
messages is BMV(10) + 2 ∗ BMV(5) + 2 ∗ BMV(3) + 10 ∗
SMV = (0.4421∗ 10 + 0.4420) + 2∗ (0.4421∗ 5 + 0.4420) +
2 ∗ (0.4421 ∗ 3 + 0.4420) + 10 ∗ 1.32610 = 26.9656(ms)
and the total overhead cost for only finding invalid
messages is 26.9656− BMV(10) = 26.9656− (0.4421 ∗
10 + 0.4420) = 22.1026(ms). Whereas, the total cost of
computation for 10 messages using the single message
verification is 10 ∗ 1.32610 = 13.2610(ms).

The mathematical proof shows that it is better to
use the single message verification instead of batch
message verification in the proposed scheme, but we
experimentally found that the proposed scheme with
both batch and single message verification is much bet-
ter than the scheme with only single verification. To
this purpose, we have separately simulated the pro-
posed scheme with only SMV and with SMV & BMV
under the different density when 20% of participated
vehicles in the network are malicious nodes. The com-
parison of obtained computation cost shows that the
performance of proposed scheme with SMV & BMV
about 49% is better than the scheme with only SMV
(see Figure 8).

6.4. Quotient Filter Analysis
The probabilistic data structure is extremely useful

for big data generated in VANET. It usually uses to en-
hance lookup performance and reduce memory con-
sumption. Here, we analyze the quotient filter utilized
in the proposed node authentication scheme. To eval-
uate efficiency of the proposed QF-based scheme, it
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Figure 8: Comparison of computation cost of proposed scheme
with SMV and with SMV&BMV.
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Figure 9: Comparative delay evaluation of QF with BF, CBF,
HT, and B+.

has been compared to an approach based on bloom fil-
ter (BF), counting bloom filter (CBF), hash table (HT),
and B+ tree (B+).

The obtained results in the proposed fog-enabled
VANET are shown in Figure 9. In this figure, the de-
lay has been reflected in comparison among the above
approaches. It is clear that the proposed scheme has
comparatively less delay relative to other schemes. An
average of overall improvement of 32.51, 34.70, 39.40,
and 44.18 percent has been observed in this figure.

In terms of execution time and throughput, QF has
better performance than BF. According to [31], using a
quotient filter, 0.3 sec is needed to extract 10000 pack-
ets from a standard database and load into memory,
whereas it takes 0.6 sec using BF, where the size of each
packet is 1166 bytes. Building on this, the throughput
of QF is about 310 Mbits/sec and it is 155 Mbits/sec
for BF.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a security and privacy

scheme based on node and message authentication. In
this scheme, to reduce latency and enhance security,
fog nodes are distributed to the edge of vehicular net-
work while the RSUs host the existing fog nodes. Due
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to the large number of vehicle nodes as well as the big
data generated in the VANET, quotient filter is used to
keep the information of authorized and unauthorized
vehicles. The proposed QF-based node authentication
scheme ensures the legitimacy of nodes entered the
network. In fact, the authenticity of the vehicle node
is checked Before initiating data sharing. Addition-
ally, the message authentication technique proposed
based on elliptic curve-cryptography guarantees the
integrity of the event message by signing the messages
and verifying the signatures. To meet privacy-preserving,
we used the pseudonym for vehicle nodes. As shown
in the security analysis, our scheme meets the security
requirement of VANET appropriately and is suitable
to be in in real VANET scenarios. Furthermore, the
performance analysis shows that the proposed scheme
outperforms the related works.
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